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Added 40 new ZONE-tan fan art images from the Superspy episode to the pictures
section. Added a pic of Akemi Ito and Megumi Amano from the Urotsukidoji anime to
the pictures section. A new ZONE-tan Live Stream is coming on March 20th! Come and
check it out if you can. A new Zone-tan Music will be coming out in the near future. A
few songs are available now for you to stream at YouTube and SoundCloud . A new
episode of ZONE-tan Adventures will be coming out soon. It will be out on March 3rd in
which ZONE-tan gets caught up by her Master in the Mystic Princess game. Its been a
long time since I've updated this site. Hope you've been enjoying the previous ten
years worth of ZONE-tan content. I still have a lot to do before I can actually post much
though, so it'll probably be another month before I get around to doing so. If you want
to support the site, you can support me by buying one of the cool prints and t-shirts. I
will continue to update this site as often as I can, so stay tuned for some neat stuff. If
you also want to help, you can subscribe to my Patreon and also help donate all the
things that are not yet part of this site. > Finally got around to re-animating Ankha's
swf and adding a new Patreon flash doodle of Lily-tan to the pictures section. Done with
Pleasure Bonbon. Will release another fan-art pak this weekend instead. I will provide
Flash players for Windows, Mac & Linux as well as standalone Flash Projector apps of
the animation for Mac & Windows and also.mp4 movies of the animation all in one
large zip file so you have multiple ways of playing it. Added the latest Patreon ZONE-
tan doodles to the pictures section.
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Added a pic of Azura's Midnight Groove from the new Samurai Jack series and Inuyasha
from Naruto to the pictures section. The swf for Azura's Midnight Groove still needs to

be added to this section, so I apologize for the inconvenience. Added the ZONE-tan
doodles from the new Patreon and 510 additional pieces of ZONE-tan fan art to the
pictures section. The animated loop of Chel will be posted in the next site update!

Added a pic of Shiba Inu from Hey! Anime to the pictures section. Took all the ZONE-
tan doodles from the new Patreon and 560 new pieces of ZONE-tan fan art to the
pictures section. The animated loop of Chel will be posted in the next site update!
ZONE-tan Support thread on the Dtoid boards - https://community.dtoid.com/t/s-

planning-to-make-a-new-web-comic/48583 Please visit the Patreon page to support me
and get exclusive ZINE-tan content! Please visit the Patreon page to support me and
get exclusive ZINE-tan content! Please visit the Patreon page to support me and get

exclusive ZINE-tan content! 5ec8ef588b
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